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Wikipedia is one of the most popular sites on the web and an essential knowledge source for millions of web users. As this online
encyclopedia significantly shapes our image of the world, its neutrality is of utmost importance. However, past studies demonstrated
that Wikipedia is frequently unbalanced or biased in various subject areas. In this work, we analyze one potential bias on Wikipedia,
the so-called western bias, by examining Wikipedia articles about terrorist incidents. To that end, we investigate pageviews of 2029
articles in the first month after events happened. While our findings do not apply to all events in general, we do find that terrorist
incidents happening in the “western world” receive more attention on Wikipedia than those from non-western regions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With more than 56 million articles created by millions of contributors since its inception in 2001, Wikipedia is nowadays
the most famous online encyclopedia. People use Wikipedia for a variety of reasons, whether it be as a starting point
for research, for learning about topics of interest for school or work, or for fact checking [10]. Through this, the
encyclopedia is accessed millions of times every day from all over the world, with the most popular English language
version being visited around 10 billion times every month.1

Despite its success, Wikipedia is often criticized. For example, although one of the central basic principles of the
website is neutrality, many people accuse it of being unbalanced [4, 5]. Recently, researchers also uncovered inequalities
[9, 15] and biases onWikipedia [1, 7, 12]. In this work, we address a particular kind of bias:Western bias, which describes
the tendency of western states or regions to regard western behavior patterns as usual, natural, or more important,
rendering non-western views as inferior [6]. Past work highlighted such inequalities in other media and concluded that
events or locations from some regions of the world receive less attention than others [3, 13].

Depending on the line of research, there are different concepts for dividing the world into western and non-western
regions. For our work, we choose the socio-economic division into Global North and Global South, henceforth referring
to western (developed) regions as the North and non-western (developing) regions as the South [2]. We consider this
classification instead of a strict geographical division and investigate whether articles belonging to different regions
receive uneven amounts of attention, possibly due to large communities of readers and editors mostly stemming
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from the North.2 These users’ interests and media diet shape Wikipedia content quite significantly, possibly omitting
perspectives and knowledge other demographic groups could contribute.

In our analysis, we focus on articles about terrorist incidents from 2018 to 2020, which generally attract a lot of
attention. We divide these articles according to the economic region the incidents happened in—the South or the North.
Through this, we aim to answer the following research question: Do Wikipedia articles about terrorist incidents in the

Global South receive less attention than articles about similar incidents in the Global North?

Overall, we analyze pageviews of 2029 Wikipedia articles (228 terror, 1229 sports, and 572 election articles), showing
that articles about terrorist incidents in the South generally receive less attention than those from the North, seemingly
confirming Wikipedia’s alleged western bias. However, we also find that this does not apply to other events covered on
Wikipedia. For example, elections or sports events show diverging results, with articles covering the South generating
as much or even more traction than their northern counterparts. Altogether, our findings further the understanding of
western bias on Wikipedia, the mitigation of which would advance neutrality and knowledge equity on Wikipedia.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Approach. To measure the attention an article receives, we collect pageviews within the first four weeks after an event
took place. We parse the dates and location from the corresponding Wikipedia article’s info box. To compare articles
about terrorist activities in the South and North, we apply Mann-Whitney U tests to test for differences in distributions
of pageviews and edits. Additionally, we compare results for articles about terrorist incidents to those about other events
to check whether such differences are observable regardless of the topic. We use sports events and elections for this
purpose, as these can be reliably linked to a location and date. Additionally to pageviews, we also analyze the number
of page revisions, as frequent edits could also indicate greater interest in an event. Lastly, we fit a linear regression to
assess the effect of the region on the pageviews of terror articles, while also considering the number of deaths.
Dataset.We retrieve article data about terrorist incidents from 2018 to 2020 from lists on Wikipedia [14]. In addition to
these lists, we retrieve all articles belonging to the Wikipedia categories Terrorist_incidents_in_<continent>_in_<year> to
our dataset via Petscan.3 Next, we download revision, user, and page history data from MediaWiki history dumps and
retrieve the pageviews of the individual articles using the Wikimedia REST API.4 Afterward, we assign the respective
economic region to each article [8]. Besides the categories containing terrorist incidents, we repeat this process for
sports and election categories (<year>_in_<continent>_sport and <year>_elections_in_<continent>, respectively).

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 (left) shows that the number of pageviews of terrorist incidents from the South is lower than those of articles
from the North. We statistically confirm the observed difference between the two groups (Mann-Whitney U, 𝑝 < 0.001).
We further test for a difference in the number of edits and conclude that there are significantly fewer edits on articles
about terrorist activities from the South (𝑝 < 0.001). The distribution of pageviews depending on the continent on
which the incident took place also reflects this north-south divide (omitted from paper for brevity). Correspondingly,
the continental regions that mainly belong to the North (Europe, North America, Oceania) get slightly more pageviews
than those from the South (Africa, Asia, South America). Altogether, we conclude that the North’s terrorist activities
receive more attention than the South’s. One possible reason our data shows higher pageviews for the North might be
that the western media is mainly concerned with this region, while the South is more of a secondary consideration.
2Wikipedia demographics: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Wikipedians#Demographics
3Petscan: https://petscan.wmflabs.org
4MediaWiki history dumps: https://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/mediawiki_history/readme.html, Wikimedia REST API: https://wikimedia.org/api/rest_v1
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Fig. 1. Distribution of pageviews of different event types depending on the economic region. On the left, the events’ type is
terrorist incidents. In the middle, the pageviews are from articles about sports events and on the right from elections.

This bias might be mirrored by the English Wikipedia, due to its predominantly western user demographic. Moreover,
people from the South might use other information channels than Wikipedia to follow such events.

To control for the event type, we also analyze sports and elections. On the one hand, sports events that have taken
place in the South do not receive fewer pageviews than those in the North (Mann-Whitney U, 𝑝 = 0.374). However, a
comparison of the edits suggests that articles from this category in the South change more often (𝑝 < 0.001). On the
other hand, contrary to our previous findings, articles about elections that took place in the South are getting more
attention than those in the North (𝑝 < 0.01), although the analysis of the distribution of the edits shows no significant
differences in the two regions (𝑝 = 0.097). According to the democracy index published by The Economist [11] there
are still countries in the South, particularly in Africa, which are not democratic or are currently transitioning into a
democracy. This could possibly lead to democratic elections from this region drawing more attention. We leave the
exploration to which specific factors (e.g., region or editor characteristics) explain these inequalities for future research.

Finally, we fit a linear regression to determine whether the attention, i.e., pageviews (𝑉 ), is affected by the economic
region (𝑅) while controlling for the number of inflicted deaths (𝐷). To account for outliers, we use log scale for pageviews
and deaths. Region is a binary variable coded as 0 for North and 1 for South. To capture the region-specific attention
gain a surplus of deaths might bring, we also include the interaction between economic region and deaths. We model
the regression as following: 𝑉 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐷 + 𝛽2𝑅 + 𝛽3𝐷𝑅 + 𝜖 . The fitted regression (adjusted 𝑅2 = 0.315) suggests that
deaths is a significant predictor of the attention an article receives (𝛽1 = 1.811, 𝑝 < 0.001). Most notably, no significant
difference between the North and South exists for when there are no or only few deaths (𝛽2 = −0.771, 𝑝 = 0.18).
However, the coefficient of the interaction term signals that with an increase in reported deaths, articles in the South
receive significantly less attention than those in the North (𝛽3 = −1.277, 𝑝 < 0.001). Hence, although our model finds no
fundamental regional difference in attention for a terror incident happening, incidents in the North generate far more
pageviews as soon as casualties increase—suggesting a bias in terms of coverage of incidents in non-Western countries.
We also fit this regression using edits as the dependent variable and find no significant differences to pageview results.

4 CONCLUSION

In this experience report, we demonstrate our approach of showing that Wikipedia articles about tragic events such as
terrorist incidents happening in the Global South receive less attention than those in the Global North, manifesting a
western bias. However, we also reveal that this does not hold for all other events, such as sports events or elections.
Therefore, we cannot confirm the existence of western bias for all articles about events. We further conclude that there
are possibly other factors influencing the attention of individual articles and plan to address this in future research.
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